®

Smart LifeCycle Management for SAP
Dynamic Impact Analysis and Testing Leveraging HP ALM

SAP software – it’s at the heart of your business. In order to keep pace with new business demands and outside
pressures, your SAP systems are continually being modified. From audits to upgrades, change is never ending.

These changes require a constant need to test. Yet, when rolling out new software or enhanced customizations,
how do you know which test assets you should use, which ones have changed, or which need to be created?

With TurnKey LiveCompare® software, we do the analysis for you. The software automatically identifies changes

to your applications and helps you to determine which transactions need to be updated and those that are most
‘at risk’. It then pinpoints relevant test assets and gaps so you can maintain optimal test coverage as your

applications change. This added intelligence allows you to deliver higher quality software at lower cost with

streamlined end-to-end test management. TurnKey LiveCompare® app based interface allows analysis anywhere,

anytime and on any device.

Real-Time Change Identification

Risk-based Testing

Optimal Test Coverage

Given the complexity of SAP systems,
a single change can touch hundreds or
thousands of processes across your
business. With TurnKey LiveCompare®
software, we help you quickly pinpoint
each change providing instant notification of the systems that are affected. The
software bridges the gap between SAP
Solution Manager and HP ALM, to help
you better manage and maintain your
business critical processes.

When implementing change to your SAP
systems, knowing which test assets to
use to validate these applications is
critical. TurnKey LiveCompare® software
eliminates the guesswork. The software
helps you identify which transactions are
most “at risk” so you can ensure your
business critical applications are
properly tested. This in-depth analysis
helps to minimize your time and effort
and reduce test scope by at least 80%.

TurnKey LiveCompare® highlights any
gaps. Once these are identified, the
software works with cFactory™
scriptless testing to quickly create and
update the appropriate test sets and
data. New components can be created
automatically, with just a few clicks. In
addition, our data-driven framework helps
to test more of your business critical
applications, giving you a highly dynamic
test automation framework.

®

HP ALM
®

• Smart Impact Analysis
• Risk-based Testing

• Scriptless Test Automation
• Dynamic Auto-Maintenance

Leveraging the power of HP ALM, TurnKey delivers scriptless
impact-based testing for your entire SAP environment.

Quality Challenges
• Managing the speed of
change
• Identifying impact of change
to the applications
• Finding the right test assets
and identifying gaps
• Keeping automated tests
healthy
• Fixing quality problems
before they move into
production

TurnKey LiveCompare®
Benefits
• Automatically identify
changes to your applications
• Pinpoint the relevant test
assets and any gaps
• Automatically maintain
healthy test assets
• Minimize time, cost and risk

TurnKey Benefits
• Automatically maintain
healthy test assets
• Speed delivery of your
enterprise applications
• Increase quality assurance
and compliance
• Minimize business risk
• Reduce the cost of test
creation and maintenance
• Maximize the value of your
SAP environment

Let us show you how…schedule a live demo today! Contact sales@turnkeysolutions.com
For more information on TurnKey Solutions and its products, visit turnkeysolutions.com
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